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This report serves as a brief narrative to accompany your child's regular report card.

Reading
Accuracy (word recognition/ decoding,) fluency (rate of speed/ phrasing,)
and comprehension (story elements/ predicting/ inferring/ building
connections) are THREE critical components in developing the ability to
read. Present levels of reading are...
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First graders should still have a buddy to read with. As you complete the
ACPL summer reading program, select books that you can read together.
Take turns letting your first grader read one page, and you read the next.
This will allow your child the satisfaction of reading and finishing a book of
their own choice, as well as not becoming too frustrated with the task.
Additionally, you will be able to have conversations about the characters and
plot in the story.

Sight Word Fluency
There are ten lists of 100 words each. Children progress through the lists at
their own rate. It is expected that first graders master the first list.
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Written Language
Whispering Meadows students are using the 6+1 Writing Traits model. This
encourages childrent o enrich writing pieces with IDEAS,
ORGANIZATION, SENTENCE FLUENCY, VOICE, WORD CHOICE,
CONVENTIONS + PRESENTATION.
Continue to write with your first grader this summer. Use a family journal
or scrapbook to record memories from special events and vacations.
Encourage your child to use their personal sketch journal - sketching and



jotting down ideas - on a daily basis, linis personal journal can serve as a
diary or simply a record of observations. Challenge your first grader to
write more than single sentence comments. This age level has so much to
say and the practice of putting those thought (bout bugs, cracks in the
sidewalk, the dogs' wet tongue, etc.) will help them to grow so much. The
game of Scrabble or Boggle would also be great to add to your family game
closet.

Math Facts
First grade students are required to master addition facts with sums through
20. First graders are also required to have an understanding of subtraction
facts with differences through 20. Continue practicing otter creek for the
summer. Use the two minute timed tests in the summer packet to challenge
those quick thinking skills.
Problem solving - whether it's sorting the laundry, working in the garden,
baking cookies, planning a trip - is critical to TALK ABOUT. Think aloud
with your first grader as you plan your day and engage in daily tasks.
Play math games - UNO, Yahtzee, Monopoly, Solitaire, etc. Find a family
game night. Sneak in a quick 10 minute game while you are outside grilling
dinner. (Just set the timer and see how far you can get.

It has been a privilege spending the year with this group of first graders and
watching each of them grow. Enjoy your summer together.


